Win $250 from FXtoGO, visit Finland, save down south, and more!

This week at theCurrent we visited the under appreciated
country of Finland, gave you a chance to win a big cash
prize, helped snowbirds save, and more!

Cash Extravaganza: Win $250!
You can win $250 of currency from FXtoGO just by interacting with us on
social media...it's that simple! The more you share and post, the more
chances you have to win! Enter now before it's too late! Find out how to
get started HERE.

Read More

Top Tax Tips for Snowbirds
Every year, thousands of Canadians head down south to escape the cold
weather. That's why we've put this list of tips together to help these
snowbirds make the most of their money! Start saving HERE.

Read More

Country of the Week: Finland
Finland was our Country of the Week. We looked into the long history of a
country that was often caught between warring powers, all the way
through to independence. Learn more HERE.

Read More

Travel Guide: Finland
In this week's Travel Guide we ventured deep in the wilds of the Finnish
Lakeland and Lapland, discovering vibrant cities and much more along the
way. Start your journey HERE.

See More

Currency Spotlight: The Euro
We circled back once again to the euro in this week's Currency Spotlight.
Since adopting the pan-European currency in the early 2000's, Finland's
economy is linked (for better or worse) with most of the continent. Learn
more HERE.

Read More

Save on Hero Day Every Wednesday
It's official...Hero Day has been a resounding success! Every Wednesday,
military personnel, veterans, police officers, firefighters, EMT's, and more
come to Continental to take advantage of great savings. Learn more
about what Hero Day can do for you HERE.

Read More

Headlines
Every week here at theCurrent we bring you the world's biggest business
stories. This week: the loonie reaches 80 cents US, GDP is down, and
more HERE.
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